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Family

Wittman

Tech Ed students from
Merrill Middle School had
an opportunity to present
to their peers as well.
Rick Helms attended
Family STEM Night with
his two daughters , Meghan Helms, an eighth grader at Merrill Middle
School, and Tori Helms, a
first grade student at
Read Elementary School.
He said both girls were
excited to attend the afterschool activity and nearly
pulled him out the door as
soon as he got home from
work.
“They asked — or
begged and told,” he said
about his daughters’ eagerness to attend the
event. “They were excited to come.”
The Feb. 19 event was
the first of five similar
events taking place in
February and March that
are designed to promote
science, technology, engineering and math, or
STEM, in a fun, hands-on
and family-friendly way.
Reynee Kachur, Director of Science Outreach at
UW-Oshkosh, helped organize the series of Family STEM Nights, which
began last year as a single
event at Merrill Middle
School.
With cooperation from
the Oshkosh Area School
District and the university, Kachur said she is optimistic that all five of this
year’s events will be successful.
“I’ve heard a lot of posi-

of continuing to staff the
tower.
Moll said loss of tower
staff would force the airport to shift to a “common
traffic frequency” that
requires pilots to announce their intentions to
taxi, take off, land or other action to other pilots
using the airport.
“It just gets more complicated with the type of
traffic we’ve got. We’ve
got a mix of everything
except airliners,” Moll
said. “I’m worried. But
obviously we’re contacting Congressman Petri
and Sen. Johnson’s office
to make sure they understand the seriousness of
the situation and hope to
get their support for doing something (to avoid
the cut).”
Moll said Wittman
logged 70,809 takeoffs
and landings in 2011, the
last year for which data is
avaialble. Roughly 20,000
of those were related to
the Experimental Aircraft Association’s annual
AirVenture convention,
during which FAA airtraffic controllers staff
the tower. He said the remainder equates to about
141 takeoffs and landings
every day.
“It’s a lot. It would present obstacles,” Moll said.
“With our size airport, especially in winter, we’ve
got snow plow operations
out there and you have to
be aware of other aircraft. It creates chal-
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Oshkosh North student Zack Vilski watches over Alainee
Smith as she learns about forces. OSHKOSH NORTHWESTERN

tive feedback from all of
the different schools,” she
said. “There’s a buzz, an
excitement from all of the
schools.”
She said she’s hoping
that same excitement carries over to parents attending Family STEM
Nights because a support
structure is an important
part of preserving a
child’s interest in learning.
To encourage parent
participation at Merrill’s
Family STEM Night, families were encouraged to
eat pizza together and
take part in a spaghetti
tower building contest.
Each participant was
given the same amount of
uncooked spaghetti and
marshmallows and challenged to construct the
tallest tower possible.

“The reason that we
put that activity with the
meal was to help show
families that you can do
educational activities and
have educational conversations while you’re eating supper,” said Cindy
Olson, principal at Merrill
Middle School.
After observing the activities, Olson and Kachur
both said they felt their
message was getting
across that STEM is important and can be fun.
“Just looking over here
at the interaction that’s
going on as they’re building spaghetti towers,
that’s really what we
wanted to happen,” Kachur said.
Danielle Beyer: (920) 426-6658
or dbeyer@thenorthwestern.
com

Like PTSD, which of ground combat fighters
those with loss issues and
could affect an estimated may be able to pull the
those with moral injury.
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